CRYPTANALYSIS OF OKAMOTO CRYPTOSYSTEMS WITH CONTINUED FRACTION ALGORITHM

Indexing terms: Algorithms, Information theory
Okamoto cryptosystems: The Okamoto public-key cryptosystem may be described briefly as follows:
For any positive rational x, we can obtain positive integers a,, a,, ..., a N , such that x = [a,,, a,, ..., aNl.
Let a, = LxJ, the floor of x, and consider
The above algorithm, which is called the continued fraction algorithm, continues provided ri # 0 and we may eventually reach a value N, for which rN = 0.
An important computational property of the continued fraction algorithm is outlined in Lemma 1.
(i) Lemma I : If x = p/q, where (p, q) = I, then the continued fraction algorithm terminates in O(log, q) steps.
(ii) Proof of Lemma I : Let x = [a,,, a,, . . . , aN], and {qi10 < i < N } be the integers determined from a,, a,, . . ., aN by eqn. Another important property of continued fractions can be found in Reference 6 and it is recounted in Lemma 2. Notice that qi can be determined from a,, a,, . . . , aN by eqn. I, and a,, a,, . . . , aN can be determined from public keys U and n by the continued fraction algorithm. Also, qi = p is the first integer in q,,, 4,. . . . , qN such that qi > 1 and qil n. Therefore, qi 
and is called a (finite) continued fraction. For 0 I i 5 N , the fraction pJqi = [a,, a, 
O s t < P -m ( 5 )
The computational structure of this lattice analysis is shown in Fig. 1 . This computational structure differs from other well known lattice algorithms (see, for example, Reference 3) in that there is no assumption on the value of k. In other words, the recursion is valid for any value of k.
IN-LOOP OUANTISATION OF REFLECTION CO EFFl CI ENTS
Indexiny terms: Speech processing, Quuntisutiun, Signal processing A method to quantise the reflection coeilicients inside the computation loop of an LPC analysis for speech signals is proposed. Whereas traditional methods for LPC analysis quantise the reflection coefficients after a whole set of coeficients have been found, the proposed method takes into consideration the effect of quantisation error during the analysis procedure. For a given set of quantisation tables, the proposed method can achieve improvement on quantisation error over other scalar quantisation schemes.
Introduction:
In linear predictive coding (LPC), speech signals are modelled by a time-varying allpole filter excited by a n appropriate source. The lattice filter has been widely used in representing the allpole filter.' To achieve low bit rate coding, the reflection coefficients have to be coarsely quantised. Scalar quantisation of reflection coefficients using the log area ratio (LAR) or inverse sine method' is normally performed after a whole set of coefficients have been found, even though they are actually calculated one by one in the analysis. In this Letter a method is proposed to calculate and quantise the reflection coefficients inside the computation loop of an LPC analysis.
Lattice analysis using quantised reflection coefficients: In lattice analysis, speech signals are fed to the input of the lattice filter and the prediction error is minimised with respect to the filter parameters. By defining the correlations B: = ei(n)e;(n -t ) It is well known that if k,,, is calculated using eqn. 6, the prediction error vector and the input speech vector are orthogonal and the prediction energy will satisfy the recursion is not actually calculated using eqn. 6 but is determined from a quantisation table. Then, from eqn. 7, we have a m t i = a;(l ~ k:, J. However, in the proposed method k,, a:"Ci)=a;(l +k~+iCi))-2k,+lCi)BY k m + i , j ) E c m + l
where C , , is the quantisation codebook for the (m + 1)th stage reflection coefficient. Because the quantisation error in the present stage will affect the determination of the reflection coefficients in the following stages, the optimum set of quantised coefficients should be determined by exhaustively testing all combinations of codewords in the quantisation tables. However, this will be too computationally expensive considering the size of the codebook. In our work, we study three suboptimum searching schemes under the context of in-loop quantisation. and the result is presented in the following Sections.
